Tuesday 14th April

 Parent/carer

Your child can complete this lesson by reading the activities and working
from the screen on some paper.
They may choose to print p13, to make a chart, but they don’t need to and
can do it on any paper.
Please, at these tricky times, save your ink!
We really appreciate all your hard work at home with your children,
thank you so much
We’d love to see some of their work, so feel free to upload a snapshot of
it to the school twitter feed – these are mentioned on page 11.

Warm up!

I have muddled up some days of the week (to be honest
they all feel muddled in real life right now too! ).
Words muddled like this are called anagrams.

1. asudny
2. naeswddye
3. drayfi
4. uadtesy
5. trsaaduy
6. nmdyoa

Can you work out which are which?
Write them correctly, checking the
spelling. Which one is missing?

Here’s a great little spelling challenge to keep
your Spelling and Maths skills fresh…
Mrs BC loves a game of Scrabble.
It’s such a lovely game for all ages, and there
are even apps you can download to play.
Today, here are my tiles.
Can you help me make some words?
Choose a challenge and maybe compete against a family
member!

• Make the most words possible
• Make the longest word possible
• Which word scores the highest points?
(add the numbers on each tile together)
Challenge: why are the letters a, e, o only worth 1 point?

Ten minutes is up!
How did you get on?

Here are just some of the words
you might have made…
 Lots of 2 and 3 letter words!
 (4 letter) Some, same, harm, what, chat, hole,
arch, meat, meet,
 (5 letter)Wheat, chart, reach, march, alert,
charm,
 (6 letter) Relate, weasel, search
Challenge: why are the letters a, e, o only worth 1 point? They are vowels, and are in lots of words.
Letters like W and H don’t appear as often and so are worth more points as they are trickier to use.

Do you remember your alphabet?
Say/sing it out loud, then write it down.
How many letters are in the alphabet?

Revise your dictionary skills!
Words in the dictionary are ordered alphabetically.
If you need a reminder, use these links
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zxfyjty/articles/zcyfsg8
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zcc2gdm/articles/zp8fdxs

Warm up by putting these words into alphabetical order…

castle

motorway

phone

house

garden

myth

egg

bear

dog

fish

bunny

happy

sunshine

tea

How did you do?
bunny castle dog

ANSWERS

egg

garden

phone

sunshine

bear fish happy house motorway myth

Challenge: Create a list of seven or eight random words.
Maybe things you can see, or family names.
Then see if you can order them alphabetically.

tea

Remember!
If words begin with the same letter, we have to then look at the second letter and order
by that…

For example crisp and cat.
Both begin with c so we look at the second letter.
Cat comes first because the a comes before the r.

cat
crisp

If the second letters were the same, you would move
to the third letter and so on….
Your turn – order
these words alphabetically

concrete cake

crisp cuddle

cougar

cards

candles

Tip: write the words out as a column, going down and lining up the letters.
It will help you see which letters are different.

How did you get on?
cake
candles
cards
concrete
cougar
crisp
cuddle
shoe shed
flip

scissors

soup smile sunshine

Friday fish frog fridge funny

safe

face

Tip: write the words out as a column, going down and lining up the letters.
It will help you see which letters are different.

How did you get on?
safe
scissors
shed
shoe
smile
soup
sunshine

face
flip
fish
Friday
fridge
frog
funny

Tip: write the words out as a column, going down and lining up the letters.
It will help you see which letters are different.

Final task
The Great Alphabet Scavenger hunt
Your final challenge involves a scavenger hunt!
Using the letters of the alphabet in order, explore your home to find one thing for each
letter of the alphabet and record it.
For an extra challenge, bring it to your location and take a photo of all 26 things together in
order. We’d love to see these on the school twitter feed!

apple
bath
candle
NOTE: You can make your own chart at home, or print page 13 (the next page)

Final task
The Great Alphabet Scavenger hunt

Well done!
If you can, take a picture of the 26 things together – maybe even put them in order first!
Take a photo and post it on our twitter page. Put Y3 in the comments!
@elstonhallsch
@palmerscrosssch
@edwardeldersch
@GoldthornPark
Ultimate challenge:
If you still want to continue learning, here’s another challenge.
Choose seven or eight random things from the house that begin with the same letter
For example c: crisps, colouring book, coat
Collect them up and write them down as a list of words. Spell them carefully.
Then, arrange them into alphabetical order.

Well done – you’ve been very busy today!
Your teachers miss you, and are very
proud of you!

